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News
Keep up to date with all the updates
and happenings.

Company Update

Happy Valentines!

Welcome New moderators!

Regarding the maintenance today

Events
In the near future the following
exciting events will take place.

2010-03-07 - Sherlock Holmes Myst...

2010-03-28 - Extravaganza: Custom...

Community
Our sense of community is
something that we value greatly.

91 Forums

2,530,209 Topics

15,285,217 Replies

32 Associations

PonyIsland
PonyIsland is a unique, very active
virtual pony breeding game.

397 Online (5,540 Today)

7,735,906 Ponies (768,772 Ingame)

71,559 Babies (33,187 Unnamed)

98,429,539 Visits (88,063 Today)
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selling ACOOS cheap - AOOCS Available

Forums Adoptables General Into the Woods - Ooo.. What was that?! - Story Plot RP

02-04 22:31
SplitX
20255

 - USR

  

"What is with all the commotion?!" The loud crack had awoken a Guardian who had fallen asleep
in the tree. She'd always been wandering around ancient areas, and had, surprisingly, slept
through the majority of the noises, as loud as they had been. She blinked her large green eyes
and then moved her hands round in a small cylindar, letting a small rainbow flow from the branch
of the tree and to the ground. She slid gracefully down, her eyes wide upon the new Guardians
that were clad unlike any she had seen before. With a nicker, a beautiful Peppermint Pony, who
had been hiding in the bushes, rushed over to Aurora and let the Guardian sit upon her back
[hopefully they are big enough for a Guardian to sit upon?]. She looked around at all of those
present, as if her presence was expected. She shrugged slightly and returned her focus back to the
Guardians, eyes slightly narrowed. Something about them... seemed familiar, but she could not
quite put her finger on it.
With a slight gasp, her eyes rested on the electrical Guardian. She had been having dreams of a
Guardian, hidden by shadows, cloaked in electricity. A coincidence? Perhaps.

02-04 22:31
melodys_angel
9143
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As the lightning weilder went in to tame things down, she kept her eyes on the group. The female
warrior noticed a female wearing red, silver and black (Akuru), approaching her mate. Anger
struck as she yelled "Yesuan!", making the lighting girl turn and stop her before she could do any
damage.

The lighting wielder cautiously looked at the girl, still holding the female warrior.

02-04 22:34
Starbright
94

 - USR

    

I don't have an ITW! so sad!

Thankyou NewMoon for the cool avatar

~HI everyone!
02-04 22:35
faerain
23224

 - USR

   

I don't have an ITW! so sad!

ooc: No problem  go ahead and use the form : Made-Up Character Introductory Form::
(found on the front page) and create a character to play with us.

It gives you a chance to 'win' a ITW of your own 

02-04 22:37
melodys_angel
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Sighing at the lack of response, she let the "infant" go. Turning to the warriors but with
a clear view of the group, the lighting female began to talk to the male. Her voice was
soft and the group could barely hear, but Bevelle did notice that she was speaking in
the ancient tongue.

With the bolts of lighting concentrating around her fingers and hands, she raised her
voice enough for the male to calm down but remain on alert. She then turned to the
group.

"Ny-Sckiele? Ki riega Ka?"

Realizing that the group was not of their time, the female shook her head and again
spoke.

"Who are you? What business do you have being here?"

Her voice was almost regal. Strong with a bit of wonder, caution and slight anger. Her
voice held a slight accent but was clearly understandable.

02-04 22:39
Rainfire
3152
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They appear to be speaking a language a bit like our own, maybe that of the ancient days? Saria
thought. She realized that she probably should wait and see what happened, she despreately
wanted to try and speak with the lightening gaurdian, but she did not want to cause the two
warriors to hurt anyone. She stepped closer towards the center of the group, rubbing her shoulder
where it had scraped on the rocks when she jumped in surprise at the lightening. "We are from a
village down the path and have stumbled upon this clearing while we were following the path to
try and find the source of a mysterious explosion." She said..
Rain jumped when the lightening stuck, and her fur was all fluffed out in fright, she calmed herself
down again and stepped toward Sleepy, "I wonder who they all are?" Rain meowed quietly...
Cleo turned at the sound of the lightening and wondered what was going on, she looked above all
of the other ITW heads to try and figure it out...

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.

02-04 22:39
Nequais
12591
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Akuru ducked once more and a small whimpering escaped her lips. Her eyes looked up at the
Guardian surrounded by lightning whom was protecting her from a charge from the other
armoured warrior. Curiosity as well as fear shone in her eyes, fear for being punished or hurt,
but curious to know more about this lightning wielder and to touch the surface of the shining
amour. Reluctantly, she slowly back up, stil relatively close to the male warrior but hoping a far
enough distance to relieve the female warrior of any distress she had cussed. Akuru's eyes
wandered back to the lightning wielder filled with shame and fear of being scolded. Her head
bowed down as she wondered what the guardian may say to her.

02-04 22:40
SplitX
20256

 - USR

  

"If I've truly been hearing all of this in my dreams, as I am beginnign to believe, it is more of a
travel... an adventure, as they are here," Aurora mused aloud, her eyes rather wide as she
watched the lightning wielder all the more closely. Caramel snorted and dug a hoof into the
ground, pawing at it restlessly.
One cat and one kitten rushed to the scene, perching at Aurora's feet instantly. They were
panting, as if they'd been searching long and hard for her. It was Aislinn and Pocky! Their wings
flittered and they looked around nervously.
"What is your name, if I may be so bold to ask?" she asked boldly.

[Go ahead and make up a character like Fae said! Or, if Fae would allow it, you could use one of
my ITW? :3 You might win your own in this event. Fae makes her events totally fair and fun, so
no matter what, I think you have a fair chance at winning.  I made a note that you're a non-
owner though. ;3 Everyone deserves ITW love!]

02-04 22:41
Tasmen
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Lalita distracted by the sudden commotion at the front, forgot all about the nice kitty Artemis and
started to craw forward. She wanted to get a better view of the new girl. She looked really
interesting, she had never seen someone made of lightning before. Though Lalita was a little
scared she was more curious than anything. Hi, lightning lady! I'm Lalita. Who are you?" she said
jumping up with excitement, not realizing the danger she could be in.

02-04 22:44
Starbright
95
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Crackkkkkkk!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!! A guardian of the ITW felt a coconut hit is head! He found a little
starving coon,and said you poor thing I need to get you back to the ITW! So he rushed back to the
ITW and looked at Faerain nervously. He said, this little coon is starving and wants an owner.
Faerain said, well I can give this poor little coon a home with me. I think he's rather cool. Then the
2 went to faerains presentation and said here you go be nice to the other adoptables. Faerain
would alaways look at her presentation and ador and talk to the little coon.

THE END

Thankyou NewMoon for the cool avatar

~HI everyone!
02-04 22:45
Randomly~Zebras
4521
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((OOC: Ok who is ready to hear Ginger's first prophecy?! (Retorical question lol xD) Well, here it
comes!))

Ginger stood there, frozen, and subconsciously began to step between (but off to the side) of
Bevell and the warriors. And then, it happend. Her eyes turned deep gray while the pupils dialated,
and her mouth opened wide.

"The weilder of lightning is here to protect,
From the dangers towards us that she alone can detect.
If she be friend or foe is unknown,
But she will help save our distressed home.
Where the willow trees are,
That is where it will begin,
The darkest hour, and darkness condemned ((sp.?))"

After reciting the sudden prophecy, Ginger's eyes turned back to their original vibrant green and
the pupils returned to the normal size. She dropped off to the side, hitting the ground softly, and
fainted instantly.

Artemis and Spirit ran to her side, making sure that she hadn't hit anything on the fall. They then
took a protective position around her, keeping their bodies covering the vital organs ((<<<sorry if
the organs part was unneccesary  )).

((OOC: The lightning Guardian reminds me of Tahlia Grace from the Percy Jackson and the
Olympians books, and therefore she is to epic not to try and win  ))

02-04 22:47
red_uni387
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Ayu finally woke as a guardian surrounded by lightening came among the group. He blinked
sleepily, not knowing what had happened while he was asleep. Shifting slightly, he saw a female
and male guardian, both dressed in armor, and the lightening surrounded guardian was speaking
to them, in a tongue he couldn't understand. He looked up at Bevelle, wondering what had
transpired, and what was yet to come.

02-04 22:47
faerain
23225
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ooc: ... ahem lol ok back to the story now? 

~ Sleepy looked over at Rain... "Oooo I don't know who they are either ... .. but oh wait!" *she
cocked head a little bit to hear better* "It sounds like the lightning one is speaking our language
now! , Yay!"

02-04 22:48
melodys_angel
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The lighting wielder looked down to see a child. Rather shocked, she questioned what one would
be doing here, and if the group here had really "caused" what had happened.

Bending down so she was at the childs level, she repeated her question to her, only in a tone not
quite as harsh.

"What are you doing here?"

((ooc--check further up the page, I did make another plot post. The lighting girl *does* speak
within the common language^^))

02-04 22:49
Rainfire
3153

 - USR

   

(Going to eat, Be back soon. And I will be gone from 00:00-02:00 PI time, sport pratice)

 Do not meddle in the affairs of dragons, for you are crunchy and
taste good with ketchup.
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((OOC: Who liked Ginger's prophecy? I came up with it on hte spot, so sorry if it's not that good 

 ))
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Love her faerain!

Thankyou NewMoon for the cool avatar

~HI everyone!
02-04 22:52
faerain
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ooc: starbright , thank you  I'm glad you do 
When you speak to me in a way that isn't related to our specific RP - please put 'OOC" in front of

your post 
That keeps everything organized hehe thank you! 

And I did LOVE Ginger's prophecy - It was truely Spot-On ! hehe

02-04 22:53
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((OOC:

((OOC: Who liked Ginger's prophecy? I came up with it on hte spot, so sorry if it's not that good  ))

You *dont* know how perfect that is  Loved it!))

02-04 22:53
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Alte say and felt the anger in the male glowing she did what any one would do and got ready for
defense she jumped in front of Lalita and Artemis since they where the smallest of the bunch
and playing unaware of the danger and steady her self to fight .

When suddenly the male stop and she notice another female in the distance she could only see
her in that dark cave because strangely she was surrounded by lightning she glanced at Bevelle
waiting to see what she would do next.

PIFF Link

02-04 22:53
bloodblackrose65
7911
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Wishes nodded and kept pace with the Sleepy Guardian, feeling safest near her. She didn't see as
harmful as the others within the group. When they came to the clearing, she fell back a little bit
behind her, her big bushy tail resting on the ground. She didn't like the way the new warriors
were acting towards their group. All they wanted to see was what was going on, after all! When
the male charged, Wishes ducked behind the Guardian in front of her, paws of her head, shaking.
They definitely scared her. And what about that lightening Guardian? What was she all about?
Wishes was so scared and confused and chose to stay hidden under the PJ clad Guardian, hoping
for safety there. When they continued to speak, she lifted one paw to hear, hoping to understand,
but made no move to reply when the lightening Guardian spoke in their language. 

Ada ran around the sides of the group, finding a rock to stand on and watch the whole scene
unfold. She flinched at the yelling, her ears twitching slight- that didn't sound very pleasant and
these new people didn't seem very nice. She got off the rock and headed closer to the front,
weaving in between critters and people alike, careful not to bump into anyone or draw too much
attention to herself. 

02-04 22:55
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Lapi and Luna looked at eachother, then to the lightning guardian. The guardian was now
speaking their language. "By what I've heard. We're here because of an explosion. It showed us a
path that led us here. When we got here - there were those two warriors. We only came to find
the source of the explosion." She felt she shouldn't be talking right now - but also couldn't help
but speak to the lightning female. Luna nodded to what Lapi said. Neither of the two had noticed
that Ginger fainted, as they kept their eyes on the new guardian.

((Ah. I hope that's not a total fail post. Dx *is trying to keep up*))
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Lalita looked up at the lady. "I was just gonna playing with this nice kitty Artemis, when I saw
you" she said shyly. The lightning wielder didn't really scare Lalita but she seemed important
and powerful. She didn't want to be in trouble with any of the adults, and didn't want to cause any
trouble.

02-04 22:56
Starbright
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Hey Faerain, I don't know how to make a critter can you do it for me?

Thankyou NewMoon for the cool avatar

~HI everyone!
02-04 22:57
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Akuru watched as a few approach the lighting wielder. Disliking crowds, which were usually two
or more from her point of view, she dismissed the idea of investigating the Gaurdian's power. She
still had her eyes trained on the warriors. The young girl noted that the male seemed to have
taken a defensive position once more. Akuru connected that the lightning wielder did speak in
their tongue, but Akuru still wanted to find out more about the warriors and their armour. It was
impossible to engage is conversation, but it wasn't like Akuru could anyways. She only knew two
words. The young girl skittered around the two tense warriors.

((OoC: Got to go for a bit. Homework time!))

02-04 22:58
faerain
23227
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~ Sleepy shivered with a bit of nervousness but lovingly petted Wishes hoping to calm the poor
little one. Now that the lightning guardian was speaking their language she wondered who would
step up... and tell/ask her about the loud noise and smoke. She was too frightened to do it herself
.. but hoped someone would. She wanted the smoke and noises to stop *nod nod* - because she
wanted to go back home and sleep again!

02-04 22:58
faerain
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Hey Faerain, I don't know how to make a critter can you do it for me?

OOC : you can PM me about this in a couple of days and we can talk about it then. 

Thank you 

02-04 23:03
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Standing up and stepping back slightly, the lighting female stared up for a split second,
to the warriors, then back to the group. It was awhile where she had seen other
creatures she had not met before, so it was acceptable for the two warriors to feel a
certain way. Still, she wondered who these people/creatures *really* were, if they had
caused this, and if they were worthy enough to prevent damage from what was
happening. Raising her brow, she spoke.

"The answers with which you seek lie up ahead, but beware. Those that do not prove
themselves friend will face consequences that will not be taken lightly."

Taking her eyes off the child, she eyed Bevelle and gave her an inquisitive type look. As
the guardian of time shuffled her memories, she approached the lightning female and
stared her in the eyes. Bevelle then proceeded to put her one arm on the females
shoulder. The female did not move, and though the warriors behind her twitched, the
female only put her hand up loosely to signal that it was ok.

Closing her eyes, she whispered to the female. The warriors could hear her but not
anyone from behind. Memories flooded her mind with the knowledge of the past. She
realized then who the lightning girl was and why the warriors were so untrusting to
the group. 

"I..know you. I know what happened. You gave me guidance back then. Please trust
me that I would not bring the kin of your enemies. Their murderers. Our enemies." She
breathed in heavily. "Kirah. Is---"

The lighting female relaxed a bit and put her hand on bevelles shoulder. The lightning
arcing on her hands dissipated on the one touching the guardian. In an equally soft
voice, she responded "Its not you I don't trust, child." Her eyes were semi-shut from
thinking. "They will be there, and he will know. For now though, Choose who you
guard well." She eyed the group. "In the meantime, it might be worthwhile to give
these infants a lesson in our past?" With that, she took off her hand and stepped
towards the warriors. She had given them clear passage. Until "He" could see them.
Then the true tests would begin.

Taking a second to regain her thoughts, the guardian of time went back to the group.
"There should be another clearing leading to the smoke up ahead." With a nod to Kirah
and one last glance at the now disappearing warriors, Bevelle led the way through the
undergrowth of the jungle.

02-04 23:03
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I can book that for tomorrow at 4.00!

Thankyou, Starbright

Thankyou NewMoon for the cool avatar

~HI everyone!
02-04 23:03
aires213
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althea notice the little girl sneak away from her towards the lightning female and her heart
jumped she try to stop her but was to late the little girl stood in front of the female and the
lightning female bent down.
Althea heart pounde more as she flew closer and closer only to say please do not hurt her she is
only a child .

PIFF Link
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Quote Starbright:

Quote Randomly~Zebras:

Quote Starbright:

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 [9] 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20 21 22 23 24 > 31


